
WML35011K
Whirlpool® 1.1 cu. ft. Low Pro�le Microwave Hood

Combination
Dimensions: h: 10 5/16" w: 30" d: 18 7/16"

THIS MODEL OFFERS:

Low Pro�le Design

TOP FEATURES

LOW PROFILE DESIGN

Designed to �t in the same space as your

undercabinet hood (1) with 360 CFM motor

class venting that removes smoke, odor and

moisture from the cooking surface below. 

(1) Based on 24" minimum install for

undercabinet hoods and Low Pro�le

Microwave Hood.

PURPOSEFUL CAPACITY

Fit tall, wide items with purposefully

designed capacity..

2 SPEED 360 CFM MOTOR

CLASS

Remove smoke, odor and moisture with 2-

speed 360 CFM motor class* hood venting

that helps keep your kitchen clean. 

*Performance varies based on installation.

Resources available at aham.org.

DID YOU KNOW?

Over-the-range microwaves typically need to have a minimum of 30" of space between

the top of the cooktop and the top of the microwave to be properly installed. This

microwave hood combination model only needs 24" because it �ts where a hood can

�t (1)

START THE CONVERSATION

Have you been using a vent hood because you didn't have the space for a microwave over the

range?



DEMO

Show customers how they can save space in their kitchen with

the low pro�le microwave hood combination that still has

enough room for all of the essentials. Use a popcorn bag,

steam tray or casserole dish to demonstrate the purposeful

capacity of this sleek design.

ALSO CONSIDER

WML55011HW

RECOMMENDED

PAIRINGS

Be sure to tune into your

customers’ shopping priorities to

bundle products across categories.
WDT730PAHZ WML55011HS WFE505W0JS WRF535SWHZ

1 OUT OF 5 KITCHEN APPLIANCE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE PRODUCT*

(1) Based on 24" minimum install for undercabinet hoods and Low Pro�le Microwave Hood.
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